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Position Presentation Proposal
It is widely known that most grammars are domain-specific,
in a sense that they are created for a narrow purpose: to parse
programs that are to be executed, or to analyse specific parts
of programs, or to document the structure of a language,
or to guide a pretty-printer, etc. One commonly overlooked
purpose is IDE support, which would be nice to discuss at
the workshop.

Typical IDE-supported features include: syntax highlight-
ing of otherwise monotone text, word selection for scope
visualisation, code folding for hierarchical program blocks,
visual editing of naturally graphic elements, debugging exe-
cutable programs, discovering and running tests, performing
dependency analysis, suggesting refactorings, displaying vi-
olations of coding conventions, providing code navigation
to allow programmers to quickly jump between definitions
and uses or to follow a call trace, configuring a build, display-
ing tooltips with documentation, and many others. Some of
them are possible to implement based on a parse tree or an
AST, but many fall into one or more of the following prob-
lematic categories: (1) need to work on partially incorrect
programs (e.g., code completion); (2) must work significantly
faster than a complete parser (e.g., syntax highlighting); (3)
have no sufficiently advanced parser available or require
noticeably more information than the parser provides (e.g.,
detecting missing dependencies).

Most research done on this topic is limited to getting basic
IDE support like syntax highlighting by either tweaking a
grammar by adding ad hoc manually written code (e.g., to as-
sign colours and implement name suggestion strategies [4])
or by enhancing the grammar with annotations that carry
enough information for the underlying universal algorithms
to work (e.g., to recover from errors [2, 3]). For getting faster
towards a sufficiently detailed parse result, in the industry it
is common (see SublimeText, TextMate, Cloud9, MakePad,
CodeMirror, Raincode, ...) to use ad hoc combinations of sim-
plistic parsing algorithms (e.g., recursive descent or parsing
expression grammars) and regular expressions to perform
some form of approximate/island/robust parsing collectively
known as “semiparsing” [6]. For some families of languages

even their representation in a “grammar” is still in its in-
fancy, which is the case for at least spreadsheet-based [1]
and pattern languages [7]. Beyond all that, it is still true that
“support for debugging and testing a program written in a
DSL is often nonexistent” [5].

In practical language/compiler development, IDE integra-
tion is an important part of DSL deployment and is often
crucial to gain clients’ acceptance. What exactly are all the
properties specific or even exclusive to IDE grammars; how
to address the challenges of rapid language prototyping;
which methods to use to create coarse-grained IDE-specific
language definitions and to refine them incrementally to sup-
port more advanced features; is still unknown and demands
further work and investigation.
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